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THE TWO KEY MISTAKES
TO LOOKOUT FOR:

THE THREE THINGS YOU WANT
TO MAKE SURE TO DO:

Note:

 DON'T just offer to tell them about your organization - that's the purpose of
your website or an email. No one wants to sit down with you for an hour to
hear about your organization (especially a newer donor). That's not the focus of
this meeting.
 DON'T say that the meeting is only an effort to thank them - that is a quick
way for the donor to say that the meeting is unnecessary! You should again
thank them for a previous gift, but that's not the purpose of this meeting.

1.

2.

 Make it as SHORT as possible! I have highlighted a lot of steps below, but you
want to go through them as quickly and painlessly as possible.
 Be sure to focus on the “you” and “we” language in your letter—but mostly
focus on the “you.” Your outreach should be about your reader and the impact
they can make, and it should directly appeal to them!
 Make sure you are asking for the meeting that you want/need to have. Do you
need to ask for money RIGHT NOW? Or can you spend some time learning
more about their specific interest in a certain project and plant the seed
around their involvement?

1.

2.

3.

If you can (in terms of timing) have a meeting with them to gauge their interest in a
certain project before you NEED to make the ask of them, that is always a good idea.
This would mean that you're not necessarily making in ask at the meeting, but (if
they get excited about a certain project) you could be saying something like, “I can
see that you're really excited about ... would you be open to a follow-up meeting or a
proposal about X project, with potential options for supporting the work in some
way.”
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THE OVERARCHING STRUCTURE

THE LETTER/EMAIL

Note:
By addressing your recipient by name, they won't feel like they are just one of many
reading this letter! Be sure to personalize your outreach with names, so each reader
knows you value their individual support and are reaching out to THEM for a very
specific reason.
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 Address them personally
 Quick story/reference
 Define the challenge
 Remind them of your mission and recognize their role
Explain why you're writing them

 If you need to make an ask
 If you're not going to be making a specific ask at this meeting

Closing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a.
b.

6.

I. Address Your Prospective Donor Personally

Dear [insert your name],

[Insert a personal check-in and some reference to your last exchange with the donor.]

For example: I hope that you and your loved ones have continued to be safe and healthy.
I have been thinking about you since we had that conversation about that scary hospital
visit! I'm not sure if you saw my other email, but I hope you have been recovering
smoothly!
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II. Tell A Quick Story
[Insert personal story]

For example: We are doing ok over here at [insert organization's name]. While it has been
so challenging to work remotely and not be able to travel to all of our program sites, I
was so inspired the other day by a story I heard from our on the ground staff in ... about ...

III. Define The Challenge
[Insert an update about the state of the organization, world, or an intersection of both.]

For example: Overall, though, it has been crushing to watch COVID continue to unfold in
the US and around the world and think of all of the people being impacted by this
massive health crisis—especially those [insert demographic that you work with].

IV. Remind Them of Your Mission and Recognize Their
Role in It

For example: The situation has also enlivened a fierce commitment to our work to ...
[insert some mission-specific language], and we are SO grateful for partners like you,
who believe in us and have made so much possible for our community of [insert
demographic that you work with]. I hope you will take a moment to read our[insert
impact report or recent newsletter] and recognize that this tremendous progress is due
to supporters like you.

[Insert why your mission is more important now than ever! Why are you so needed during
this critical moment? Why do you matter?]
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There are generally three things you want to keep in mind with this part:
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V. Explain Why You're Writing Today

Example #1: I am writing today to see if I can run something by you.
Example #2: I am writing today because I have a project up my sleeve, and I'd love to
get your input.
Example #3: I am writing today to see if I can get your ideas on a new initiative we are
thinking of launching.

[Insert a request to meet with a clear and enticing reason for the meeting.]

 1. Let them know you're on a “listening tour.” A listening tour is about learning
what might motivate them to give more. Let them know that you're meeting with
donors to learn why they give and what they love most (and least!) about your
organization.

2. Be transparent about why you are meeting.

a. If you're not planning to make an ask, reassure them this visit is not about
money and you will not be asking for a gift at this time (but only if you are truly not
planning to make an ask! If you want to make an ask, then you also don't want to
surprise them).

b. If you are planning to make an ask, then you want to say something more
transparent like, “I'd like to get your advice on ... and would love to see if you're
interested in helping with it.”

3. Be prepared for rejection or crickets! Most people will likely be hesitant to meet
at first, and that is ok! That is not an indicator of their long-term donor potential.

a. If you're not planning to make an ask, reassure them this visit is not about
money and you will not be asking for a gift at this time (but only if you are
truly not planning to make an ask! If you want to make an ask, then you also
don't want to surprise them).

b. If you are planning to make an ask, then you want to say something more
transparent like, “I'd like to get your advice on ... and would love to see if
you're interested in helping with it.”

          If the request is to meet without an ask in mind,  
          follow this script outline:

+ Would you have a few minutes in the next few weeks to jump on a quick call with
me to discuss?
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[Explain why they have particularly valuable insight.]
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For example: I wanted to talk to you in particular because of your knowledge
of/involvement with/insight into/etc. [insert specific example].

[Explain why the timing of this meeting is really important.]

Example #1: Right now, is a particularly important time for us to discuss this because ...
Example #2: I know that it is such a busy time, but the reason I want to make sure we
touch base about this now is because...
Example #3: On [insert date] we are going to be making a decision about ... and I would
love to have the opportunity to talk to you about ... first because I know you will have so
much valuable insight about...

          If the request is to meet with an ask in mind,  
          follow this script outline:

[Insert a request to meet with a very clear ask.]

For example: I am writing today with a request: Would you be willing to speak with me
in the coming weeks to explore opportunities to deepen your philanthropic investment
in [insert organization]? The demand for our resources has doubled in the past two
months because [insert clear demographics and needs.] These are dramatic times, and
we are taking bold steps.

[Explain how your donor can make an impact.]

For example: We are hopeful that those who believe strongly in us and are able to
donate will double down on their investment in our mission and work in order to...which
will allow us to... We would specifically like to discuss with you what is happening with
our ... programs and the areas where the greatest impact could be made with your
contributions.

[Explain why you are being bold right now.]

[insert something about a match or specific goal with a clear and urgent timeline.]
For example: Right now is a particularly powerful time because ...

Note:

This is a great template to use when there is a big public campaign, but they
haven't been responsive to any other outreach.
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VI. Closing

For example: Please let us know when would be a good time for you to meet over Zoom
for a 30-minute conversation.

We look forward to hearing from you and again are so incredibly grateful for all you do
to ... [insert mission-specific language].

[Close out by stressing that the call will be short and sweet—everyone is
spending too much time on Zoom these days.]

Warmly,
[Your name]

[Give them a P.S. invite to something or highlight of some other work.]

For example: P.S. If you haven't seen it yet, we brought a virtual panel to the living rooms
of nearly 900 people last week for our...

YOU DID IT!
YOU'RE READY TO CLICK SEND ON

YOUR BEST DONOR EMAIL EVER!
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Hi, I'm Mallory!

I am a certified executive coach and fundraising consultant that
specializes in helping social impact fundraisers apply life-changing
scientific research and personal development frameworks to their
fundraising work. 

I am the creator of the Power Partners Formula™, a course whose
brave, bold, and innovative framework teaches nonprofit
fundraisers to raise more from the right funders so they can stop
hounding people for money. Fundraising doesn’t have to be
uncomfortable when it is built around a win-win framework and
authentic partnerships.

I’m also the host of the new podcast What the Fundraising, where I
invite and interview authors, researchers, Ted Talk speakers, and
more from outside the nonprofit sector about their areas of
expertise. I then break down how we can take their knowledge and
apply it to the work we do as fundraisers. 

ABOUT MALLORY ERICKSON

Let's chat! Book a FREE Discovery Call with me
so I can walk you through my proven Fearless

Fundraising System.

[YES, LET’S TALK!]


